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Alge>rq 2 Review: Reasoning with Linear Equations and Inequalities

1. Solve for w. z = x 4

2. Solve for w.v v =

V

3. Solve for w. v

4. Graph the inequality y > 2x — 3

5. Name two solutions to the inequality graphed in number1 H

6. Write an inequality to represent each of the following scenarios:
a. There are no more than 12 students. x All
b. There is a minimum of 12 students. *211
c. There are at least 12 students. X 211
d. There are at most 12 students. X 12
e. There is a maximum of 12 students. x±ll

7.

+ 7v) - 3)' < -102

—6 IBv -Itc

8.

34567
9. Identify the property of equality used to justify each step takeÅ when solving the

equation 18

a. Step l:
b. Step 2:
C. Step 3:
d. Step 4

2 X —3 — 4 = 14

Ste
Ste
Ste 3: 24
Ste

10. The Sprayberry Football concession stand sold

hamburgers for $1.50 and sodas for $1.00 at the last football game. If a total of 664 items

were sold to give sales of $770, how many of each was sold?
(.soy.l c 770 C2n-z

.qsx



I I . Which region should be shaded to show the solution set of the system of inequalities

below?

A. Region A
B. Region B
C. Region C
D. Region D

-6/4 .20

-4

12. Ashley orders 3 shirts and 4 pairs of pants from Old Navy and spends $115.50. Brittany

orders 2 shirts and 3 pairs of pants from Old Navy and spends $83.50. How much does

one shirt cost?

How many solutions would each of the following the following equations and inequalities

have?

A. X +2=4 + x —2

c. X+2>X+4
D. x+2<x+4
Rearrange the followingequation into slope intercept form 3x + 9y = x— 18

q

6x-3y= 21
Solve by elimination

-a-2y=-22

4x-3Y>4
x + 3y < —9

3

y>4x-2



18. Solve the following system by graphing and egmlnoffon
4x 10

19. If d -ati where a is measured in meters per second squared and t measured tn

seconds. Solve for a.

20. Brittany received a $1500 tax return. Since then, she has saved an additional $200 per

month. She has been saving for six months. She hopes to save enough to pay for her
children's daycare for two months. so she needs $3000 Does she currently have enough
money in savings? IBoo•toc..'K 23060

ISOO Ttoo(6) 300.

2 300
21. What is the twentieth term of the sequence whose nth term is "

22. Write arecursive explicit rule, and find the 40th term of the following sequence 6.

5, 24, 3%...

23. What is the difference between a function and a relation? Give an example of each

c_xv

AT...) 40 arrps.m

(43) (9,3) (lit) (t, 3) (17)

24. Find the avera e rate of chan e between -l and 4 from the followin table of values
x -2 3 4

-28 -4 05 2 3.5 2

25. Ramona is ordering wings from a local restaurant called Wing Shack. They charge $0.79
per wing and a 4.99 delivery charge. Romano has $12.

a. Write an inequality that models Ramona's situation

b. Can Ramona order a dozen wings? Explain.



26 Below represents the time and distance as Dr.

Oldham ron her first marathon.

find the rote of change for the following time

frames
o. The first hour ( )

b The first hour to the second hour (l 

C. The second hoor to third hour ( 

d. the third hour to the fourth hour (3 

16

t t IQ h
10

8

(3 6
4

-l2(9

2 4 5

e. The last 30 minutes ( ( q.S 2 b Time (in hours)

27. During whith time frame was she the fastest?

28. During which time frame was she the slowest?

29. What was her averaae p ce for the entire marathon?

6. 76
on 60

30. Miles and Riley are saving up to buy airpods. Right now they cost $160. Miles was given $2S

for his birthday and he is saving $5 every week. Riley doesn't have a birthday until April so he

doesn't have any money now but he is
planning on saving $10 every week. uaunannmnraze•-

a. Write an equation for each boy (label
which is which)

g i 144

b. Graph the equations (create your own
scale)

c. Who is saving money faster? Explain
how you know.

(10 
peq

a—nu6nuuaaut::V. g
3

d. Who will have the money saved first? ag%UUUUUULiUU'.-10Explain using mathematics

ABO

e. 4 weeks after they started saving, Apple came out with a super sale in which the


